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Governance of new geographies

Develop knowledge base on emerging new 

geographies in terms of their delineations, 

functional and cooperation arrangements and 

involved actors and stakeholders.

On functional territories and territories facing state 

of uncertainty or challenges concerning their 

development paths. Finding appropriate and new 

governance mechanisms.

Strengthen capacities and skills of policy 

makers in order to harness the potential 

of functional approach

in planning and governance.

policy

ambition

focus

      



Policy context relevant for the specific TAP
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New Leipzig Charter

Functional urban areas and urban

rural linkages

LC
EU Green Deal

Just transition

GD

Territorial Agenda 2030

Just Europe; Functional regions -

convergent local and regional 

development

TA

EU Cohesion Policy 2021-2027

Europe closer to citizens; Integrated 

territorial development

CP



Challenges, trends and drivers behind 
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Define functional areas in terms of their geographic boundaries. Functional

areas are dynamic systems and change according to changes in flows,

localization of service functions and changes in the transport systems. Need to

make sure that any formal statistical delineations in this regard are in line with

political realities.c h a l l e n g e s

Define appropriate and inclusive governance models which respect functional

approach and are working in practice. In this sense there is challenge to highlight

cooperation benefits to all involved actors, given also the democratic legitimacy of

such areas.

How to unlock potential of places in decline and/or discontent will become a

more and more pressing issue, knowing that cities will keep playing a key role.

Can functional approach in planning be of any help?



Challenges, trends and drivers behind 
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Rescaling of planning competences to ‘f ncti nal planning   gi ns’ to address

the reality of environmental, commuting, economic and other flows across

borders. New territorial governance arrangements are being established for such

regions.

d r i v e r s
Increasing voluntary and “soft” cooperation for the provision of services and

resolving planning challenges. Territories that get together to form such

“c mm niti s of int nt” are not necessarily “gl  d” together by functional linkages

Covid-19 pandemic is transforming the way people work and commute –

potential for change in functions of different geographies



Challenges, trends and drivers behind 
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In terms of territorial development trends, there is a set of territories which

have experienced significant demographic and economic decline. This

phenomena also concerns cities and their functional areas. In addition, a whole

new debate has started in Europe concerning geographies of discontent.

t r e n d s

The understanding of different functional geographies has grown by the

introduction of improved and enlarged lists of territorial typologies (for

instance, recently TERCET typologies) and methods used to analyse and

distinguish between different typologies.

Introduction or further expansion of remote working schemes due to Covid

pandemic will mean that people will not need to commute so often, and “w  k

from h m ” or “w  k from anywh   ” are becoming the new reality.



Possible inquiries about policy needs
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01 How to define functional areas in a way that any definitions correspond to actual policy processes?

What kind of data and methodologies are needed?

02
How functional areas are embedded and integrated in governance practices? What are the

benefits of cooperating within functional areas? How such benefits could be showcased to all

parties involved?

03 Who are the main stakeholders and what types of governance mechanisms should be put in

place?

04 What are the tools to achieve effective implementation of different policies in functional areas?

………………..?X

How to unlock the potential of places in decline, peripheries, places undergoing marginalization?

How to make such geographies more connected and as places that matter?05



Research support
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What is the stock of available scientific evidence (beyond the one

accumulated at ESPON) concerning functional areas)?

What is the state of art in research work on governance of functional

territories? Does this research have a territorial focus, demonstrate

wide territorial coverage and is based on solid (verified) data and

methodologies?

Are there any distinct evidence gaps on functional territories

that the ESPON Programme would be suited to fill? What are

the instruments to achieve it and how could this complement

the work by other research bodies?

What are the current discourse questions and debatable

aspects that might be further pursued by ESPON?
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Connect with us!

https://www.espon.eu/

For more information, 

please check our website:

https://www.espon.eu/governance-new-geographies

[ dedicated webpage for the TAP ]

Yammer – TAP 3: Governance of new 

geographies

[ dedicated space for debate, discussions and 

live updates on the TAP ]

https://web.yammer.com/main/groups/eyJfdHlwZSI6Ikdyb3VwIiwiaWQiOiI4NDgyMTY4ODMyMCJ9/all


// Thank you


